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Welcome to Designated's March newsletter.

We were all relieved to hear the  Prime Minister

speak positively, with some caution, on 22nd

February regarding the road map that returns

us all to 'normal' l ife.

With these plans in place to slowly step out of

the latest lockdown, we have seen a real buzz

in the air and the last two weeks have been

the busiest we have experienced since last

September. 

It seems that businesses are feeling more

confident and making plans for increased

activity in the coming months. 

Many businesses need additional expertise

which we can provide in a flexible and cost-

effective way and we are seeing a strong

demand, especially for our finance and HR

teams. 

We hope that you are all enjoying similar

positivity in your own businesses.
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Please get in contact. 

We are always happy to help

E: Hannah@designatedgroup.com

T:020 7952 1437



POD Talent are a team of diverse and dynamic

supply chain recruitment specialists looking to

improve the industry and become the best in their

space. Working across all industries from consumer

goods to Pharma and Biotech in the UK, Europe and

North America.

Whilst in the grips of a pandemic as with most

companies there were internal changes and a

reassessment of office priorities. Senior members

of the team were finding they were balancing both

making strategic decisions alongside making sure

their basic administration tasks were completed. 

HR & Recruitment

‘Our PA a has done a grea t  job freeing up some of  our t ime so

we can concen tra te on the more s tra tegic  elemen ts of  our

business.  We can delega te al l  those ex tra bi ts we have to

remember to do on top of  our normal  jobs which has reduced

the pressure we fel t  previously .  She ge ts s tuck in wi th

any thing we ask of  her from keeping our da ta up to da te to

ordering team building props! '

Louise Harding,  Opera t ions Direc tor &  Par tner POD Talen t .

Marketing FinanceAdministration
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With the changing requirements of physical office

space, it made sense for them to look to a flexible

PA with prior experience of working virtually. Our

senior PA Anna, took on the challenge with

immediate effect.

Anna has been able to take the administrative

pressure of the POD team allowing them the head

space and time to focus on strategising and

growing their business.



Despite huge advances in technology including the

automation of many processes, the use of robotics in

production and the increased use of AI, it is still

fundamental in all businesses to have the 

right people, with the right skills and attitude in

the right roles. 

 

There are very few examples of services or

businesses where one person can do everything and,

in most cases, it takes a team effort.

As a business owner there may be moments where

you feel you are alone but delivering a quality

service to your clients is ultimately a team effort and

requires the commitment and dedication of a

group of people with varied skillsets working

together.

A well performing team is a joy and being part of

such a team is fulfilling on many levels. The sense of

achievement and belonging, the feeling of being

respected and of making a valued personal

contribution. 

 

But for every high performing team there is there is

an opposite, less successful example. Most of us

have experienced at least one team in our career

that is verging on dysfunctional. 

Prior to the Covid pandemic we were already aware

that, in the UK, people were feeling under pressure

and struggling to maintain a healthy work life

balance. Of greatest concern in this current climate

is the increased pressure that individuals are

experiencing in both their personal and professional

lives. Everyone is attempting to handle the

uncertainty of Covid, coping with the lack of control,

worries about their health, and the health of their

friends, families and colleagues. 

 

In a crisis we rely on adrenaline to help us perform,

and in most cases the crisis is short lived, and this

short-term solution is appropriate. To continue to rely

on adrenaline on a long-term basis is potentially

damaging and we expect this to cause numerous

longer-term issues. 

 

In the early days and weeks of the pandemic,

business owners focused on survival. 

What do we need to do to get through this? 

At the time there was a sense that this would last for

weeks rather than months. The government

announced measures to support employers in the

form of the job retention scheme alongside various

loans and grants, to support us in achieving the

number one goal of survival.

 
 

 

THE POWER 

OF PEOPLE
IT IS THE PEOPLE WITHIN 

THEM THAT MAKE COMPANIES 

AND BUSINESSES WORK.
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Many individuals were furloughed from their positions

and some continue to be furloughed at the time of

writing due to a further extension of the policy.

Whilst being furloughed may sound like a pretty good

deal, many have suffered with increased stress due

to job insecurity and anxieties related to financial

and career impacts. 

In the worst-case scenarios, we have seen an

increasing number of people being made redundant

and there is an expectation this will continue as the

government schemes eventually come to an end. 

 

For those individuals who have worked throughout

the pandemic we are seeing signs of burn out.

However, one unanticipated symptom of furlough is a

tension between work colleagues, with those who

continued to work perceiving their furloughed

colleagues to have had the easy option leading to

an underlying resentment. 

 

Many of us have been adapting to working from

home either on a part time or full-time basis and this

brings about a new set of challenges.

Initially it was the logistical issues of home working

that focused our attention. Setting up secure IT

systems, adapting to working in a paperless manner,

talking to one another via Zoom etc etc. As the

weeks and months have passed, our focus has

shifted to the reality of working remotely long term,

managing teams of remote workers and ensuring

everyone remains motivated and productive.

More recently businesses have faced the challenge

of bringing their employees back into the workplace

in a Covid safe manner and adapting the physical

environment to ensure it is safe and compliant.

Space limitations have reduced the number of

people who can physically be in the workplace on

any particular day, leaving members of staff

continuing to work at home on a part or full-time

basis. Some people have been reluctant to return to

the office either because they love working from

home or they are scared to come back, particularly

if their commute involves public transport.

Clarity

Communication 

Care

Whilst we now have an end in sight to the crisis, the

impact of Covid will continue for some time and,

as leaders and managers, we need to take action to

address these issues and support the people that

make up our teams so that they continue to be high

performing.hieving the number one goal of survival.

With that in mind, how do we create high

performing teams in this current climate? 

It is a challenge!

 

In this series titled “The power of people” we will

explore the broad subject of managing people and

teams, covering topics such as our responsibility as

employers, leadership styles, different employment

models and wellbeing.  

This month our initial recommendations for improving

the power of your people and managing your team

through this difficult period are:
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Clarity
Clarity helps to alleviate a lack of control and

improving clarity may help many people to deal with

the current environment.  

Many of us may feel that we need to regroup and

rebuild, and we are faced with the challenge of

doing this in difficult circumstances as the

immediate future is not totally clear to us. In times of

uncertainty like this, it is often valuable to go back

to basics and consider the way in which we manage

people, to review our responsibilities as employers

and improve our policies and processes from a

people perspective. 

We adapted our workplaces very quickly to allow our

organisations to continue to operate and survive the

crisis. Our teams accepted this and changed quickly

too but, in our haste, we may have lost some clarity

regarding roles and responsibilities. We need to

reconnect with our teams to understand how the

changes have affected them, how they are feeling

about these changes, what is working well now

and what needs addressing. 

Ensuring that everybody has clarity on their individual

responsibilities and how their role impacts on others

within the team will enhance both individual and

team performance. 

A positive way to do this is to review each team

member’s objectives so they have absolute clarity of

what is expected of them in the short term, the next

month and quarter.
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Communication
Good leaders communicate with their teams, both

individually and together, on a regular basis. If in

doubt, over communicate.

In a time of crisis, we all need reassurance and

communication is vital to provide this reassurance.

Ensuring everyone is aware of the current situation

and what changes are happening is important, even

at times when we are not entirely sure ourselves. 

Many people are interacting less with work

colleagues as well as in their personal lives and this

can lead to feelings of isolation. 

If your team is working remotely, communication is

even more important. You can communicate in a

variety of ways including emails, video and

telephone calls.  Not all communication needs to be

formal and you may want to recreate the office

atmosphere by agreeing a regular, perhaps weekly,

opportunity for a general chat over a cup of tea.

Care
Caring for our teams and providing additional

support will pay dividends in the short and long term. 

 

The topic of mental health is being discussed more

openly than ever and appropriately so given the

number of individuals in the UK who are suffering

from some form of mental health issue. Again, we

were aware that this was a big issue prior to Covid,

but this has exacerbated the situation in a big way.

Absence from work due to mental health has

increased over the last few years which has led to

mental health becoming a board room discussion as

it impacts on the productivity of an organisation.

As employers we have a “duty of care” and a

responsibility to do all we reasonably can to support

our employees’ health, safety and wellbeing. If a

member of our team has a mental health issue, we

need to talk to them to determine what support they

might need. 



If an employee feels they are well supported the

issue is less likely to build up which results in less

time off, improved morale and greater loyalty. 

Creating a culture where mental health can be

talked about as openly as physical health will allow

individuals to raise their concerns and worries before

they become significant. You could consider running

an employee survey, asking specific questions

relating to wellbeing and mental health and

collecting responses in an anonymous way to give

you a true picture of how your team are feeling. 

Having a one-to-one discussion with each employee

allows an opportunity for personal issues to be

raised and discussed in a safe environment. 

Consider creating a mental health or wellbeing

champion for your organisation or making

mental health training available. 

Leaders who address wellbeing and mental health

will allow their team to succeed and will also benefit

from greater loyalty on a long-term basis. 
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Next month we will be exploring the topic of flexible

working, remote working and home working. We will

cover how to manage a remote team, the

technology that enables efficient remote working

and how to ensure you reap the benefits of a flexible

working policy.

Many of you will have concerns about how to ensure

people work well together, particularly in terms of

creativity, and how to recruit new team members

and ensure they feel part of the existing team.

This is a topic very dear to our heart as everyone in

Designated has been based at home, working

flexibly, since the business started back in 2013.

Clearly, we are a big fan of flexible working, but we

will talk openly and honestly about the pros and cons

and how to avoid some of the pitfalls.I

We will also address the question I am most asked by

those who are sceptical about home working which

is..“How do I know my team are working when

they are at home?”.

If you would like to discuss how Designated can

support your HR requirements, please contact

Hannah@designatedgroup.com, to see how we

can help.



Go to your profile page

On the right hand side, select Edit public profile

& URL

You can then update the URL on the right-hand

side of the page. 

Consider taking out the numbers which LinkedIn

automatically adds when you set up your

profile.

1. Update your URL

Make yourself visible and easy to remember by

personalising your URL. It’s easy to do.

2. Complete your profile fully.

Google loves a completed profile, fill it with

keywords and you’ll be found when someone

searches for your name or speciality. 

So to get a completed profile, you’ll need to have a

look at your “Profile strength meter”. The Profile

Strength meter gauges how robust and complete

your profile is. Once the meter is full and all

prompts are complete, you’ll receive an All-Star

profile rating.

So how do you find out how complete your

profile is, and how do you start to get

involved?

LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional network

with 720+ million users across 200 countries. LinkedIn

can help you to build credibility, maintain your online

reputation, create a meaningful network of referrals

and highlight your expertise on this social media

platform.

What are the different page types?

There are three different LinkedIn page types;

personal profile, company page and showcase page.

A personal profile is a central place for your own

personal brand. It’s a great place to explain who you

are, what you stand for and give a history of your

professional experiences and achievements. A

company page lets a practice promote its services,

recruit new talent and share important, interesting

and useful updates. A showcase page is an

extension of your company page, designed to

highlight a brand, proposition, or initiative.

Why have a LinkedIn profile?

Your LinkedIn profile is where first impressions are

formed and is a chance to showcase your skills and

experience amongst your peers. You should also

consider adding buttons to your LinkedIn profile from

your email signatures, your website and your practice

website to drive traffic to your social channels. This

can also provide valuable social proof for your

business.So, it’s time to spruce up your profile. Here

are our three top tips to get started.

LINKEDIN FOR

BEGINNERS -

GROW YOUR

SKILLS TODAY!

Finance HR & RecruitmentMarketing Administration
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MEET OUR TEAM

MICHELLE WHEELER 
MARKETING DIRECTOR

Marketing is an integral component of any

business to deliver sustainable growth. 

A good marketing strategy wil l  attract new

clients and ensure existing clients remain loyal

and recommend your services to other

potential clients. Without marketing, there

would be no influx of new clients, and even

your most loyal clients may slowly drop off,

one-by-one.

 

Marketing your business provides an open line

of communication to your audiences by

building trust and piquing interest. It allows

you to increase your client connections and

nurture those relationships to form long-term,

loyal clients and therefore advocates. 

Successful marketing leads to successful

client engagement, and successful client

engagement leads to a booming business. 

If you have poor marketing or no marketing at

all ,  your brand wil l suffer. 

 

The development of a marketing strategy that

delivers tangible results requires a definition

of a company’s “Why”, “How and “What”. 

From this definition all aspects of the strategy

can be developed including the plan for

implementation and measurement of results.

Marketing Finance HR & RecruitmentAdministration
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The Designated Medical marketing team,

led by our experienced Marketing

Director, Michelle Wheeler, can deliver a

bespoke marketing strategy for your

business.

Michelle has extensive marketing

experience, across multiple industry

sectors, and has built a robust, senior

marketing team with abil ity across the

spectrum from strategy through to

implementation delivering only the best

in class for our clients.

Get in touch with Michelle now and

stand out from the crowd.

E: Michelle@designatedgroup.com


